DO YOU KNOW ABOUT RADON?

What is radon?

Radon is a colourless, odourless, and tasteless radioactive gas that occurs naturally in the soil.

How can you get your home tested?

- Buy a long term radon testing kit
- Hire a radon measurement professional

Installing a radon kit

- Sowest area of building
- Dampness
- During winter

Reading Results

Send the kit to the lab address listed on the packaging

200+ BECQUERELS PER m³

UNSAFE

How can Tarion help?

- Ontario's new home warranty provides coverage for radon for seven years.
- If your home is less than 7 years old and you want to find out if your home is eligible for radon coverage, contact Tarion.
- Useful videos and information on radon can be found on www.tarion.com.